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Enabling 3DTV to deliver
on its promise
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Three-dimensional TV technology could even-

able to work on developments towards full

considered the technology of
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multi-view image capture and holographic

promise for the consumer TV

the advent of colour or digital television.
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markets.
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number of professional
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However most 3DTV technology research has
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surveillance. Yet the
technology behind 3D image

display standards. By comparison, 3DTV imagecapture has been the poor relation in research

Clear benefits

capture and onward image

funding, and 3D image-production technology

transmission has often not

badly needed updating to keep pace with the
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increasing capabilities of displays. Such was

higher frame-rate image capture for machine
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project.

higher frame-rate area, TritonZ has established

kept pace with that of fastadvancing 3DTV displays.
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image capture capabilities, a

an entirely new standard for moving-image

Fast image capture

capture and transmission. CoaXPress (CXP) is
an asymmetric high speed point-to-point serial

TritonZ aimed to develop the 3D technologies

communication standard for the transmission

required to improve image capture for next-
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generation 3DTV displays. Work focused on
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camera
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control
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standards bodies in March 2011.
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The TritonZ consortium has filed a total of
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MEDEA+ !2365 is the industry-driven pan-European
programme for advanced co-operative R&D in
microelectronics to ensure Europe's technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the
Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in
system innovation on silicon.

